SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Food & Beverage
True Collaboration Never Ends
Flexware Innovation collaborated with a large popcorn
manufacturer in Northern America over the course of
several years for controls related support, but in 2016,
through a unique value-add opportunity, Flexware was
able to help one of their newest manufacturing plants
better identify downtime root causes and provide insight
to production eﬀiciency.

The Challenge | Downtime
Within a new popcorn manufacturing plant, line monitoring tools were manual and excel-based. The customer knew they
had a downtime issue, but didn’t know where it was originating. Management was dependent on operator word of mouth,
which usually only showcased the most recent problem experienced, not the problem most frequently experienced.

The Solution | Ignition by Inductive Automation
One of the most frequently asked questions by manufacturers is, “How well is my equipment
running?” This is commonly referred to as Overall Equipment Eﬀectiveness (OEE) and is most
reliable when data and metrics are collected automatically from equipment.
The popcorn manufacturer reviewed three diﬀerent Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES)
to better track downtime and display information on supervisory screens throughout the plant.
The customer reviewed many MES software packages, but none met their technical
requirements. They wanted to view OEE statistics and automatically schedule production
based on set parameters on four (4) production lines. Flexware, already on-site providing
controls support, inquired, “What about Ignition, a powerful and aﬀordable integration tool
that has the ability to transform workflows, seamlessly collect data, monitor utilities and display
HMIs with live equipment health status?”

Key KPIs the Ignition solution could provide for half the cost of the other solutions reviewed:
Automatic downtime collection
Manual downtime events
HMI SCADA displays with live equipment status
health on all 18 pieces of equipment
Packaging overview, warehouse interfacing and
coordinated label printing
Utilities management
End-user customization and configuration

“The biggest thing that Ignition allowed us was the ability to focus our eﬀorts and 100% know
where downtime was occurring within our lines. It was a game-changer.”
- Jason Schlueter, Former Senior Process Engineer,
large popcorn manufacturer in North America

The Outcome | Improved Eﬀiciency
The Flexware team within a few short weeks performed a Proof of Concept (POC) to show what an Ignition solution
could look like for the popcorn manufacturer. The POC proved to fit perfect for their business needs, and within three
months, the software solution was built and deployed, allowing:

Visibility to Process
Equipment status health - 18 pieces of equipment
Parametrized HMI (dynamic) of live equipment status
in the wet pop and air pop areas - 8 pieces of equipment
Packaging overview and warehouse interfacing for orders
Label printing (box expiration dates and customer
labels) - 8 printers

Insight to Production
Availability, performance, and quality
Overall equipment eﬀiciency (OEE)
Good, scrap, and total production counts
Line views
Line speed
Downtime events
Targets

Reporting and Dashboards
End of shift reports
Ad-hoc reports (customized date/time)

Improved Daily Eﬀiciency
Data Tracked in Real Time, by Shift

The customer is continually integrating more of their day to day operations into their Ignition solution. They have witnessed
a tremendous impact on production eﬀiciency and are now exploring further integrations with line equipment as they
expand their manufacturing capabilities.

